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The Dynamics365 Customer Engagement Code Review service seeks to identify contraventions to documented 

practices and patterns via static code analysis. 

OUR 

EXPERTISE
With deep expertise in Dynamics 

365 Customer engagement, we 

can provide industry best practices.

OPTIMAL 

OUTCOMES
Microsoft Premier Field 

Engineering services aim to 

provide the best insights from 

across the field.

Microsoft uses proven practices, 

methodology, and innovative tools.

PROVEN 

METHODOLOGIES

Customize with Confidence

In contrast to our automated code review, which validates specific implementations on a pass/fail basis, our premium 

review, primarily engineer-led, considers more abstract factors such as design requirements, contextual clues, and 

observations made throughout the code base to assess the design rationale and effectiveness of the chosen design. 

01In-depth Analysis

Engineer led in-depth targeted review to provide deeper 

insight, additional context and produce more tailored 

feedback to address more context, nuanced concerns.

02Detailed Report

Documented, prescriptive guidance outlining the 

established coding standards, sample patterns, and 

references to supporting resources

Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement: 

Code Review Premium

Engage with Microsoft Premier Field Engineering (PFE) to conduct an in-depth code review service which can instill

confidence in customizing your Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement experience to meet your business needs.

Our code review methodology employs a combination of automated analysis tools along with engineer insights to

identify areas of risk in your code base according to well-established patterns and practices for Dynamics 365

Customer Engagement.



STATISTICS

SCOPE

EndStart

Stage One
Pre-delivery

Overview

Service overview 
and scoping 

discussion.

Stage Two
Collect | Analyze

Collect

Perform data 
collection.

Stage Three
Report Findings

Key Findings 

Review

Meet with the 
engineer to discuss 

the findings and the 
remediation approach.

Follow-up

Answer follow-up 
clarifying questions 

if needed.

Duration: 5 days

Analyze

Engineer will perform 
analysis to identify 

areas of risk. 

ADDITIONAL 

DETAILS

Our premium review is best positioned to focus on 

specific aspects of your application. While not 

mandatory, we recommend keeping the amount of 

code you provide to less than 5,000 lines. Due to the 

nature of an abstract engineer-led review, consider 

that as the amount of code submitted for review 

increases, there will be a correlated decrease in the 

depth of the analysis provided.

What you get:

• Scoping document that details the code assets to 

be reviewed and the agreed upon desired 

goals/outcomes of the delivery.

• Summary and visualization of identified 

contraventions by area of impact, type and 

severity/priority

• Report document that aligns qualitative, practical 

feedback to each of your identified target 

scenarios/features. Each section of targeted 

feedback will include the engineer’s observations, 

insights, design change recommendations/options, 

refactoring opportunities, and code samples (where 

appropriate).

• Meeting with the engineer who conducted the 

analysis effort to discuss the findings and the 

remediation approach.

NEXT STEPS: If you are interested in the Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement Code Review 

service for your organization, contact your Microsoft Account Representative.

With 200+ deliveries, the Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement: Code Review is one of our most

popular services. Increased confidence, deep understanding and better coding patterns while

developing Dynamics solutions are some of our most common and proven outcomes.
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